**Corporate Information**

New Way Air Bearings  
50 McDonald Boulevard  
Aston, PA 19382  
Ownership: Privately held  
EIN: 232749884

**Product Portfolio:** Externally-Pressurized Porous Media Gas Bearings including radial bearings, flat bearings, linear slides, bushings, spindles, conveyors, air turns, thrust bearings, thrust bushings, gas tilt-pad bearings, balancing bearings, and seals.

**Supplier Contacts:**
- Executive Contact: Nick Hackett, President
- Business Development Lead: Rick Pollick, Director New Business Dev.
- Technical Lead: Drew Devitt, CTO and Founder

**Key Benefits**

- No oil
- No wear (frictionless)
- Higher speeds with much less heat rise
- Similar space requirements as standard bearings
- Can operate on process gas
- Low gas consumption
- Functions as a bearing and seal simultaneously
- Less peripheral equipment needed
- Less complexity than magnetic bearings
- Operation up to 1000°C

**Target Applications**

- Compressors (centrifugal, reciprocating & screw)
- Expanders
- Pumps
- Generators
- Motors
- Gas Turbines
- Steam and super-critical CO₂ power cycles
- Balancing machines
- Shaft Sealing
- Valve Seats